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KG ACTIVITIES

KG ASSEMBLY
Exciting Outdoor Assembly for

our Kindergarten Students!
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 Honoring Our Achievers at our

School, during Monday Assembly 

SCHOOL ASSEMBLY

We take immense pride in recognizing

and applauding the hard work,

dedication, and perseverance that our

achievers have demonstrated. Their

accomplishments are a testament to

their passion for learning and their

commitment to excellence.

Congratulations to all the

awardees that have shown us that

with determination and focus, every

goal is attainable. Your

achievements inspire us all to aim

higher and reach for the stars.This month the Rolling Trophies goes to

grade – IV * A and grade – VI * B.

We are so proud of our

Kindergarten stars for embracing

the outdoor experience with such

enthusiasm and curiosity. Their

smiles and excitement made the

day truly unforgettable!
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INDEPENDENCE DAY
ACTIVITIES

It was a fantastic day (11-08-2023) of patriotic fun we

had in our classroom! Our pre-kindergarten children

came together to celebrate Independence Day with an

engaging group activity that filled the room with

laughter, learning, and a true sense of unity.

It was a day filled with patriotic joy as 

our adorable kindergarten children came

together to celebrate Indian Independence

Day! From crafting tricolor flags to singing

heartfelt national songs, our little ones

embraced the spirit of freedom and unity.
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From crafting their own Indian flags to sharing stories about 

the significance of Independence Day, our little ones embraced 

the spirit of freedom and togetherness. The joy on their faces as

they proudly showcased their creations was truly heartwarming.

The day was filled with laughter, joy, and dancing as

they grooved to the tunes of their favorite songs. 

It was a magical sight to behold! 

FRIENDSHIP DAY CELEBRATION
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 Hurry! It was such a heartwarming day at our

kindergarten as our adorable students celebrated

Friendship Day on 4th of August with full zeal and

enthusiasm! Seeing these little ones tying friendship

bands to their friends and spreading love all around

melted our hearts. The smiles on their faces were

absolutely priceless!

PRE KG INDEPENDENCE
DAY ACTIVITES

KINDERGARTEN INDEPENDENCE
DAY ACTIVITIES
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Schools can be a great place to teach students about the
cultural significance, history and traditions of ONAM. Onam

celebration at kindergarten was celebrated on AUGUST
28 in our school, it was filled with fun and fervor as children

dressed themselves in the Onam attire. We had a young
handsome Mahabali spreading the message of happiness

and prosperity.

We had an amazing celebration of Grasshopper Day for our adorable 

Pre. kg students on 22nd August in our school premises! They had blast

learning about these fascinating insects and participated in fun activities

that helped them appreciate nature's wonders.

GRASSHOPPER
DAY
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ONAM
CELEBRATION

Soaring into fun at our Kindergarten's Airport Day! Little aviators
explored the world of travel, from check-in to take off. A day full
of imagination and learning! Our little aviators took flight today as
they celebrated Airport Day with boundless enthusiasm and
imagination! Our kids were dressed in their finest pilot uniforms
and adorable airhostess outfits, our kindergarten students
embarked on a day of adventure, exploration, and learning.

AIRPORT DAY

 From check-in to takeoff, our young pilots and airhostesses
embraced their roles with a spirit of curiosity and joy, igniting their
imaginations and fueling their dreams. Amidst the giggles and
excitement, Airport Day not only sparked their creativity but also
introduced them to the wonders of the world of aviation. Through
play and interactive activities, they learned about the different
parts of an airplane, the importance of teamwork in flight, and the
magic of exploration. As they spread their wings of imagination,
we're reminded that every destination begins with a dream, and
every journey starts with a small step.
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Exploring a Millennium
of Transformation!

Just wrapped up an incredible social activity in

Grade 7 where we delved into tracing changes

over a thousand years. It's mind-blowing to see

how our world has transformed through the ages,

from ancient civilizations to modern times!
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CLASS ACTIVITY

Our Grade – III and V students did

class activity based on the topic of

Earth and Heat Zones of the Earth. EVENTS
ONAM CELEBRATION
Adding a splash of color and creativity to our ONAM celebrations,
our students and faculty came together to weave mesmerizing

Rangoli patterns! The vibrant designs, crafted with passion and

teamwork, transformed our campus into a canvas of joy.

From intricate details to bursts of color, each Rangoli told a story 

of tradition and unity. It's heartwarming to witness the fusion of

creativity and culture that blooms during festive times like Onam.

Mesmerizing rhythms and graceful movements took center stage as our

talented students and teachers brought the art of Kalari dance,

traditional song of KERALA to life! The stage came alive with the spirit

of Kerala's ancient traditions and the energy of our young performers.
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SCHOOL CHOIR CLASS
The School Choir Team Auditions took place on

24th of AUGUST, and we were blown away by the
incredible talent and enthusiasm of our students.

Talented Voices on Display: It was truly heart-
warming to witness so many young voices come
together to create beautiful harmonies. From
soulful solos to energetic group performances,
every participant gave their best and left us in awe.

Harmonies were filled the Air: Our school's
budding vocalists from Grades 5 to 8

showcased their musical prowess in the
auditions. Each performance was a testament

to their dedication and passion for music.

On August 18, 2023, our students had an
extraordinary experience that defied the laws
of physics - it was Zero Shadow Day! ☀✨
Imagine a day where the sun shines directly
overhead, casting no shadows. Our students
witnessed this incredible phenomenon today,
and it left us all in awe of the marvels of our
universe. Here are some of the amazing photos
captured by our talented students during 
Zero Shadow Day!

ZERO SHADOW DAY

On August 19, 2023, we had the pleasure of hosting a productive
Parent-Teacher Meeting for our wonderful Grade 1 to 8 students at
TAIPS and on 26th August we had PTM for Our Kindergarten and
Grade – 9 to 11 grade students.
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PARENT TEACHER
MEETING

The collaboration between parents and teachers is vital for the holistic development of 
our young learners, and today's PTM was a fantastic opportunity to foster that connection.
 
Our dedicated teachers shared insightful updates about your child's progress, highlighting
their academic achievements, personal growth, and areas of potential. We were thrilled to
see the passion and enthusiasm both parents and teachers have for our students' success!
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NATIONAL SPORTS

DAY CELEBRATION

Celebrating the spirit of athleticism
and unity on this National Sports Day!
Our school grounds transformed into
arenas of excitement as students
engaged in thrilling hockey and
football matches. Beyond the victories
and cheers, these matches embody the
values of teamwork, determination,
and sportsmanship that we cherish.
Today, we pay homage to Major Dhyan
Chand and his remarkable legacy.

Let's carry forward the enthusiasm for sports and
healthy living in our daily lives. Here's to a future
filled with teamwork, passion, and the pursuit of

excellence!
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INDEPENDENCE DAY
CELEBRATION

Happy Independence Day! Let's celebrate the
spirit of freedom and unity that defines our nation.
On this historic day, we remember the sacrifices
of our heroes who fought for our independence.

May we continue to uphold the principles of
diversity, harmony, and progress that make India
truly an incredible. Wishing everyone a day filled

with pride, joy, and patriotic fervor. Jai Hind! 

INTER –SCHOOL
COMPETITION

Celebrating Artistic Excellence at Chromartic Inter-
School Competition! Students from The Adhyayana
International Public School have secured the third
place in the enthralling Puppet Show category at the
Chromartic Inter-School Performing and Visual Arts

Competition, hosted by Delhi Public School.



ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

ACHIEVEMENT OF TAIPS

SLOGAN

"SRI RAMA RAMA RAMETI RAME RAME MANORAME
SAHASRANAMA TATTULYAM RAMA NAMA VARANANE"

On AUGUST 11, we delved into the
incredible world of slogans and their

significance. One particular slogan that
resonated with us is:

Celebrating Success at the Inter-School Skating
Tournament (Girls) 2023-24!

We're happy to announce that our talented students
have once again showcased their remarkable skills at

the Inter-School Skating Tournament hosted by Sri
Ambal Thulasi Public School on August 19th, 2023.

NIRMITA MN from VII-B has truly outdone herself,
clinching the Bronze Medal in the exhilarating 900m race!

SESHA.A.CHAKRAVARTHI from VIII-A secured an
impressive 4th place in a highly competitive field.

SKATING
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Students from grades 1 to 8 came together
to showcase their talents and participate in a
plethora of exciting competitions. The school

grounds were adorned with vibrant 
poo-kolam designs, a beautiful display of

artistry and culture. The Science Olympiad
challenged our young geniuses to put their

knowledge to the test and explore the
wonders of science.

Our cultural heritage shone through
with traditional games like paandi

aatam, where students showcased their
incredible dancing skills, and the thrilling
khokho-bunny jump frog race that kept

everyone on their toes!
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It was a day of boundless creativity,
fun, and learning as we celebrated

Book Free Day at our beloved school
on 5th AUGUST.BOOK FREE

DAY

The hopping race brought out the competitive spirit in
our young athletes, while the Speech Competition
provided a platform for eloquence and expression. The
Craft Competition displayed the artistic brilliance of
our students, and the Recitation of Sanskrit shlokas
echoed the beauty of our ancient language.
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Students embraced their patriotic
spirit as they crafted magnificent
Tricolour butterflies, symbolizing

unity and diversity and hopping along
the lines of joy, the hopscotch

competition brought out laughter and
camaraderie among our students.


